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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examine the following command to create an external table from
EMPLOYEES and DEPARTMENTS database tables.
1.CREATE TABLE employee_ext
2.(employee_id, first_name, last_name, department_name)
3.ORGANIZATION EXTERNAL
4.(

5.TYPE ORACLE_LOADER
6.DEFAULT DIRECTORY ext_dir
7.LOCATION ('emp1.dmp')
8.)
9.PARALLEL
10.
AS
11.
SELECT e.emplyee_id,e.first_name,e.last_name,d.department_name
12.
FROM employees e, departments d;
Which line of the command would cause an error?
A. line 9, because the PARALLEL option cannot be specified with
one file name
B. line 2, because the column names have been specified
C. line 3, because ORGANIZATION EXTERNAL has been specified
D. line 5, because ORACLE_LOADER is not a valid structure for
external table creation with the SELECT statement
E. line 12, because there is no join defined between EMPLOYEES
and DEPARTMENTS tables
F. line 7, because the file name must have a .dat extension
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An enterprise is migrating dozens of Hypervisor hosts to UCS
B-Series chassis.
What UCS feature would be deployed to allow for making a change
to all hosts at once?
A. VLAN groups
B. distributed port groups
C. port profiles
D. updating templates
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section. You will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have a table named Products that stores information about
products your company sells. The table has a column named
ListPrice that stores retail pricing information for products.
Some products are used only internally by the company. Records
for these products are maintained in the Products table for
inventory purposes. The price for each of these products is

$0.00. Customers are not permitted to order these products.
You need to increase the list price for products that cost less
than $100 by 10 percent. You must only increase pricing for
products that customers are permitted to order.
Solution: You run the following Transact-SQL statement:
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
Explanation:
Mathematical equation will only return 10 % of the value.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
You want to clean up this list by removing jobs where the State
is KILLED. What command you enter?
A. Yarn rmadmin -refreshQueue
B. Yarn rmadmin -kill application_1374638600275_0109
C. Yarn application -kill application_1374638600275_0109
D. Yarn application -refreshJobHistory
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.hortonworks.com/HDPDocuments/HDP2/HDP-2.1-latest/bk
_usingapachehadoop/content/common_mrv2_commands.html
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